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O. Introduction 
In this paper we essentially prove* 
Theorem 1. Let M be a transitive model of ZFC + GCH. There is an M-dellnable 
class P of condition,s uch that if N is a P generic extension of M, then there is a real 
r in N such that: 
(1) N satisfies: V= L( r )+ZF,  
(2) if a is an ordinal in IVl, then L~(r) is not a model of ZF. 
As a corollary of this theorem we shal; have the following results. 
Theorem 2. Let a be a countable ordinal such that L,, is a model of ZF; there is a 
real r such that a is the first ordinal [3 such that La(r) is a model of ZF, 
And more generally 
Theorem 3. Let (c~,),<x be a countable sequence of countable ordinals such that for 
i<) t :  
(1) L.,. (%)~<,~ZF. 
(2) Sup(~ 1 ~/< i) < a,. 
There is a real r such that for ¢3~<Sup(c~, 1 i<) l )  
L~(r )~ZF iff 3 i<  ~,/3 = a~. 
Using the methods developed in [2] we can also prove: 
Theorem 4. Let M be a transitive model of ZF+ V = L. There is an M-definable 
class P of conditions uch that if N is a P-generic extension of M, then there is a real 
* After we have written this paper, R, Jcasen tells us that A. Belier has proved--independently and 
l~ffOre---lhe q~eorem I by similar meth(~s h~ his unpublished thesis. 
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r in N such that: 
(1) N satisfies: ZF+ V = L(r)+ r is H~ singleton. 
(2) I f  ce is an ordinal in M, then l_~(r) is not a model of ZF. 
As a corollary of this theorem we have: 
Corollary. Let M be a countable transitive model of ZF+ V = L There is a generic 
extension N of M such that every set in N is N-definable. 
Using the methods developed in [12] and Theorem 1 we also have 
Corol l~j ,  Let M be a countable transitive model of ZFC. There is a generic 
extension N of M such that every set in N is N-definable. 
Remarks. (1) Theorems 2 and 3 are the analog for ZF of the theorems of Sacks 
~nd Friedman-Jensen for KP (the theory of admissible sets) (for details see [5] 
and [6]). 
(2) Clearly condition (1) in Theorem 3 is necessary. We do not know if the 
theorem can be proved under a weaker assumption than condition (2). However, 
if (2) is not true we have to add another condition for the following reason: Let j 
be such that a~ = Sup(ai i i <j ) .  Suppose r satisfies the conclusion of the theorem. 
Let T be such that: L~,(r)~ = R1, and i such that a~ > r. By the Lowenheim- 
Skolem theorem there is k such that ak < • and there is an isomorphism from 
L~.(r) in L~,(r) whose restriction to L,~. is an isomorphism from L,,~ in L,n. So the 
~ ca~not be arbitrary. 
(3) We also note that, in Theorem 4, the real r remains/ /~ in every extension 
N' of N that preserves Rl. The fact that M has to satisfy V = L also is too 
restrictive. We give, at the end of this paper, some other cases where the 
conclusion remains true with a weaker hypothesis. 
(4) We note that, in Theorem 1, if there is no inaccessible c~dinal  in M, then 
cardinals and cofinalities are preserved in the extension. The fact that M has to 
sati~;fy GCH is not necessary since we can make it true by a first get, eric 
extension. 
(5) In the proof of Theorem 1 we shall state some results that are by 
themselves of some interest (see Theorems 6, 7 and 8). 
Finally we state a proposition that is an immediate corollary of [2, Theorem IV] 
and we feel also of some interest. 
Proposition. Let M be a model of ZF+ V= L. For every cardinal K in M there is a 
complete and rigid boolean algebra B in M which is eounmbly generated, whose 
cardinal is greater than K and that satisfies: 
~¢~(c~ cardinal in L--* c~ cardinal) & cfL(a) =Cf a ]=~.  
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In this paper we heavily use the following 'fantastic' theorem (ar, d its proof!) 
Tllleorem $ (R. Jensen). Let M be a transitive model of ZFC + GCH. Ther( is an 
M-definable class P of conditions uch that (f N is a P-generic extension of M, then 
(15 N satisfies: ZF+71 a c: a~ V := L(aS; 
(2) cardinals ~md cofinalities are preserved. 
Our proof is divided into two steps. In the first one we ensure that the generic 
extension N satisfies: V = L(a)+ there is no cardinals cr such that Lo(a) satisfies 
ZF. It only uses results that are stated in [9]. We first use the Theorem 5 to have a 
model of V= L(a). 
Noting that if c~ is a limit cardinal, then: L,, ~ZF iff L,+~ ~a is regular we first 
add a class A0 of cardinals to collapse all the possible inacessible cardinals, then 
we code by a real, then we add another class A~ of ordinals such that ;f e is a 
limit cardinal, ttten L,~+t(A~lTct)~c~ is sinular. Then we code another time by a 
real. 
In the second step we ensure the result for all the ordinals. Since this step will 
preserve cardinals and cofinalities, it is necessary to have done the first step 
before, and we shall see where this is used in the proof (see Lemma 14, note i). 
The proof of this second step will use the method developed in [9]. But we are 
dealing with a very simple case: we start from L (in fact L(a) with a c o~, but a 
causes no problem) and in addition if et is a limit cardinal L ,+~a is singular. 
Since a big part of the proof of Theorem 5 Js devoted to cases that do not occur 
here or are trivial, we shall write some technical details in the proof of our second 
step (although they are exactly as in [915 and hope that this will shed some light on 
the proof of Theorem 5 and also on its motivations. 
For a motivation of this second step, the reader may see at the beginning of the 
second step. 
1. ~e~st~ 
Theorem 6, Let M be a transi|ice model of ZF+ V = L. There is an M-definable 
class P of conditions uch that if N is a P-generic extension of M, then N satisfies: 
(1) ZF+Z: lac to  V=L(a) .  
(2) There are no inaccessible cardinals. 
(Note: This relativizes to L(b) with b ~ ~1.5 
Proof. If there are no inacce~ible cardinals, there is nothing to do! If M satisfies: 
3a  V /3>a/3  is not at, inaccessible cardinal, this is easy: we collapse on ~1 a 
successor cardinal ~ such that for all ~ > ~/3 is not inaccessible. So let us assume 
that in M the class of inacessible cardinals is a proper class. Let Po be the 
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following class of conditions: 
P ~ Po iff p is a function from an ordinal IPl into 2 such that, if/3 ~ [Pl and/3 is 
inaccessible, then {3,</3: p(3")= 1} is a bounded subset of/3. 
p<~q iff P,q~Po and p~q.  
Let Mo be a Po generic extension of M. 
Claim. (1) Mo and M have the same sets. 
(2) There is a closed unbounded class A of ordinals that contains no inaccessible 
cardinals (i.e. On is not Mahlo). 
Proof. (1) It comes easily from the fact that for every condition p and cardinal 
there is a q ~<p such that: Po(q)= {r~ Polr <-q} is (a, co) distributive. 
(2) The class A is the class of the limit points of B = {3,1:1 p ~ Go 0(3,) = 1}. 
Let ( i . )~o .  be the monotone numeration of the inaccessible cardinals in Mo. 
We define (in Mo) the family (c.).,~o. by: 
¢0 = (at), 
C I = (01)  
c~+2 = (the first member of A greater than i,,, c,~+O ++ 
if a is a limit ordinal 
c~ = Sup(c~ I/3 <a) ;  e~+~ =c~. 
It is clear that no e~ is an inaccessible cardinal. [] 
It is then enough to show: 
Theorem 7. Let M be a transitive model of ZF+ V= L and (c~),~o, be an 
increasing class of cardinals such that: for ct c On 
(1) c,,+~ is regular and if o, is limit, then c, = Supa<~ c o ; co = to, 
(2) /f c,~,2=3" +, then cf(y)~c,,+l, 
(3) / f~ is limit, then c,+t =c+,. 
There is a class P of conditions uch that if N is a P generic extension of M, then N 
satisfies: 
(1) ZF+: : lac to  V=L(a) .  
(2) Va(a is an infinite cardinal iff 313a =c~). 
Note: The conditions imposed on the family (c,) are necessary. The first one is 
trivial. For the second one: if a is a real Ida) satisfies GCH. So if we had 
*~,~L(a) cf(3')<N~+~ we derive a contradiction by: 1~+2 = (3"+)L together with l t..~ 
t~4-| - -  I'~ot 4-2 " 
The third condition is not strictly necessary: we write it like that for simplicity, it 
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comes from Jensen's covering theorem that implies that if K is a singular cardinal 
and 0 # does not exist then (K~) ~'= K ~. 
Proof. We only give a sketch of the proof: there are two parts. In the filet one we 
collapse cardinals by standard methods (details may be found in [8]). In the 
second one we code this by a real, using Theorem 5. 
If A and /3 are cardinals we denote: 
(1) L(,k,/3)={p: 3,<A --~/3} with the order: p~<q ,v, p Dq. It is easily shown 
that if A is regular and cf/3 ~>A then IL(A,/3)I =/3; L(A,/3) is (<A, co) distributive 
and if N is a L(/t, 18) generic extension of M, then 
(i) N satisfies: GC q+ X + = (/3+)L, 
(ii) cardinals less than •+ or greater than /3 + are preserved. 
(2) O()t. t8)= the ,~-sum of the family L(A, a) for a ~ I where I={a </3 la  
cardinal & cf a ~-" )t}; and the A-sum of a family of P~ is the subset of the cartesian 
product given by the famuies (p.).~, such that p. = ~. for all a but a subset of 
cardinal ess than h. 
It is easily shown that if ~ is regular and /3 is inaccessible, then O()t,/3~ is 
(<A, co) distributive, satisfies the </3-ct'._ain condition and is of cardinal t3. 
Moreover if N is a O()t,/3) generic extension of iv/, then 
(i) N satisfies: GCH+/3 = A',  
(ii) cardinals less than A + or greater than /3+ are preserved. 
(3) Finally we denote, for an ordinal 
Cl=L(to,/3) if c l=/3 ÷ 
= Q(~o,/3) if c~ =/3 is inaccessible, 
C~ = L(G.~, /3)  if c,,+,. =/3~ 
= O(c. ~ I,/3) if c~, ,2 =/3 is inaccessible. 
C =1].~o,, C,~ i.e. p~C iff :1 a ~On p = (pt~)~.:. and :q /3<a(p~C~ & i f /3=@ 
is an inaccessible cardinal, then ::I T</3Vt~[T , /3 [  p~. =1~); p<~q iff p,q~ C & 
dora p D dora q & V 13 ~ dom q P0 ~ q~. 
It is easily seen that the conditions on (c,,).~o,~ are just what is needed for C to 
be an Easton forcing and so if N is a C generic extension of M, then N satisfies: 
(i) ZFC + GCH. 
(ii) V/3(/3 is a cardinal iff =la/3 =c.) .  
An application of Theorem 5 achieves the proof. [] 
Now Theorem 6 ensures that we may suppose there is no inaccessible cardinal 
in M. The following result Shows that we may suppose there is no cardinal o~ in M 
such that L,~ ~ ZF. 
Theorem 8. Let M the a transitive model of ZF+ V = L + there is no inaccessible 
cardinal. There is an M-definable class P of conditions uch that if N is a P-generic 
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extension of M, then 
(1) N satislies: ZF+ V=L(a)  for aco~. 
(2) There is no cardinal a such that L,(a)I=ZF. 
(3) Cardinals and colinalities are preserved. 
(Note: This relativizes to L(b) with b ~ o~.) 
Prool. As in the proof of Theorem 6 we first add a class of ordinals A such that if 
¢x is a limit cardinal, then L~÷t(A Na)~a is singular, and then use Theorem 5 to 
code A by a real a. Since the proof of Theorem 5 shows that if a is a limit 
cardinal, then A n c~ ~ L,~+~(a) we are done. We now describe the class that does 
the job: p ~ P iff p is a function from an ordinal IPl into 2 such that for (~ ~< IP[, if ~: 
is a limit cardinal, then L~+~(p ~ ~)~t~ is singular, p ~q ift p, q ¢ P & p ~ q. [] 
Claim 1: Vp~PV~On (~lp l - - '  ~ q~P Iql= ~). 
The only non trivial case is when _~ is a limit cardinal. Let h = cf .~ < ~. We may 
suppose Ipl >I x. Let (~)~<a be a monotone normal sequence of cardinals less than 
converging to tS. Define (p~)~,~a such that [p~l=~ by po=p. Let q~<p~ be such 
that Iq, l=~,+,; define Pi+~ by: Pi+~ ~ (~:i,,~i+~( =r  where r((a, 0))= 1 iff ot =(i,~i); 
r((a, 1))= q~(cx); r((a,/3)) = 0 for /3 ~ 2 (where ( , ) is the G6del bijection from 
On x On onto On). 
If i is a limit ordinal p~ = Ui<~ Pv 
It is clear that p~P for i~<A and so that tp~l = tSh =A and Px ~<P. 
Claim 2. Let a be a cardinal in M, then P is (a, oo) distributive, that is: Let (A~)~<. 
be a family of strongly dense subclasses of P (i.e. {(i, p) ] p ~ A~ & i < a } is a class in 
M and "¢iz~ is strongly dense), then ~<.  Ai is strongly dense. 
From these two claims it easily follows that P does the job. 
Proof. Let peP.  We define (p~,/3~)~,, by: po=p;  /30 is the first ordinal /3 such 
that/3 > Ipol &/3 > a &/_0 contains all the parameters in the definition of (~)i<,, ; 
/3~+1 is tile first ordinal 13 > IPil such that L~ reflects the formula 'p c Ai' and all its 
subformulas (where reflects means: Vq~/_~L~q~ iff q~A~); Pi+t is the 
L-least condition q such that: q ~ At & Iql >/3,+t & q ~ P, for limit i: /3~ = Sup~<~/3~ 
P, = Ui<~ p~ if U p, is a condition; undefined if not. 
It is then enough to prove that for i <~ a p, is defined. It is clear for i a successor. 
If i is limit: /3i =Sup/3 i = lU  pi[- 
It is well known that the supremum of a sequence of ordinals which reflects a 
formula and all its subformulas does the same tiling. So the sequence (p~,/~i)~<* is 
definable in La, in the same way it was defined in M. So Lt~+I~/3, =[p,[ is singular. 
Since it is clear that for £<lp:l L~,(p r £)~£ is singular, the claim is proved. [] 
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Now we may suppose that M is a model of ZF+ V = L and that for no cardinal 
ot in ML, .kZF.  (In fact we must deal with V=L(a)  for some real a but since a 
causes no problem we omit it.) 
Moreover we assume that {/3 1L~ k-ZF} is ~ proper class in M (otherwise the 
result is trivial) and so (by the l_~wenhein,,-Skolem theorem) that for every 
cardinal a in M { /3<.  I L~k~ZF} is unl~unded in a. [] 
2. The second step 
Let us first give some motivation. Let R be the following set: p~ R ~-~.p:lpl< 
b~ ~ 2 such that. 
Suppose DcN~ be such that: ~'~'<N~ Dfq~cR;  code, by use of the almost 
disjoint sets, D by a real a; then for ee <R~ L , (a )~ZF (if not assume c~ <R~ and 
L . (a )kZF ;  let ~ be N~ in L. ;  it is clear that Df- I~L. , (a )  but this is a 
contrad;ction since then L. ~ 9 f3 ~) k ZF and L. ~ .~ = N~). 
Moreover it can be shown that if tx >Rt and L,. kV c~ > Rt L. ¢- ZF and D is R 
generic over L., then Rt is presbrved in L~,(D). 
Now the method is: Iterate this forcing just as the proof of Theorem 5 is an 
iteration of the forcing with almost disjoint sets. 
Remark. A sceptical reader may think: since in the forcing R we may always use 
the same finite conjunction of ZF axioms to have Lo(p)~ZF if L~ t=lpl~>R~ and 
/3 <R~ (for example the axioms that imply that every well-ordered set is isomor- 
phic to an ordinal), the same proof will give a model where a finite (and precise) 
subset of the ZF axioms is false for every Lo(a) (since we use in our proof only a 
finite number of the ZF axioms) contradicting, then, the reflection principle! We 
will show (Lemma 14, note l) that we cannot assume (happily!) that it is always 
the same axioms we use. 
We now begin the proof: Our notations will be essentially that of [9]. Set 
Card=the  class of cardinals a such that a =0 or a is infinite Me ac~,3pt the 
convention o = 0 +. We note So = {p I [pl<oa--~ 2}. For a ~ Card, ~,~ ~ let S,. be 
the set of functions P :1:91 ~ 2 such that ipl~ (~, a+( and for t~1 ~ On, fc;v ,~ ~<[Pl 
if L~(p [.~)VZF, then L~(pfqZ ] '¢ )k~=a (where Z=U, ,¢o  Z~, vith 
Z,, = {(.~, v) l~E On} and ( , ) is the G~Sdel pairing function). 
(Note: in [9] Z0 was used to code A (where MkV= L(A), A cOn) ,  here we 
use it to deny ZF). 
Definition. Let t~to ,  by induction on IP] (p~S. )  define tav as follow, s: Ixp ,s 
the first ordinal Ix such that: Ix > ~ IX > Sup(ix~ 1 ~5 ~ [~, IPI[) and 
L~,(p)~ZF- +Vx ~. ~a.  
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Definition. Let ~>a~, peS~ we set: A .  =(L~(p) ;  p) Recall that if a is a limit 
cardinal, then A .~a is singular (if p =~ set A~ instead of A#). 
lanmm~ 1. Let c~ be a successor cardinal (including ~ by our convention); there is a 
sequence (bp t P e S~) such that: 
(2) b~ e L~^,, and is uniformly definable from p, 
(3) Let ~ < a and f :  8 ~ [~, IPi[ be in]ectit~e; then (b~, tto) I i < ~) 
is Cohen generic over Ap. 
Prool. This is [9, §3, Lemma 3]. 
Definition. For b ~ c~ set S(b) = the set of ('~, 1) such that ~q is a code for b [ ~ for 
some f < ~. 
Definition. Let s ~ S.+; ~e se~ R ~ = the set of pairs (?, r) such that: 
(1) r~S,~ (we denote ~ =~f i r(£)= 1}), 
(2) ~'~<a nd tc  (P.~.(a*)U{b., r~ Is(f) = l})×(et.a*(, 
(3) if (b, n) e ~, then (S (b) -  71) n ~ = ~. 
(~, r)~<(l~, p) iff ~p  & r-o~. 
The following is the key of the proof. 
Lemma 2,. Let s ~ S. .  then 
(1) R ~ is (a, oo) distribafive in A~, 
(2) R ~ satisfies the ~a + chain condition in A,, 
(3) if G is R ~ generic over A~ there is a D c (a, a+( such that: A~(G) = L~(D)  
and sEL~(DNZo) ,  
(4) moreove~ we have for /3, ~[a ,  lx.~[ if L~(DNZA~)~ZF+~=cC ~ then 
La(D N f)l¢ ZF. 
Proof. Forcing with R "~ is equivalent to the two step forcing: 
(i) Add a set Do c [a, a+[ nZo  to code s: this is trivially (a, oo) distributive and 
satisfies the chain condition. 
Claim. A~(Do)= L.,(Do) satisfies: V/3 > ~+ LB(Do)I~ZF. 
Let /3 be such that a '  </3 < p.~ and Lo(Do)~ZF; begin to recover (in L~(Do)) s; 
a ~<lsl such that LB(s ~ ~)~_~=a ++ cannot exist for if f is the first one, then 
s ~, ~Lo(Do)  and so Lo(s t ~)~ZF and L~(snzn~)~>a *+ a contradiction; 
so s~I.~(Do) and Ln(Do)~lsl<a ++. But then we can define ~ in Lo(Do) and so 
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(ii) Forcing with the following set o~ conditions: 
R={plp:iplnZ~)--~2 such that tple[c~,a+[ and for ~<lpl  if 
L~(Dof7~, p 1' ~)~ZF, then Lo(DoCT~)k.~ = c~}: p <~q iff p, q ~_ R 
and p 9 q. 
Claim. R is (~, o~) distributive in A~(Do). 
Let (zI~)~<,~ be a sequence, in A~(Do), of strongly dense subsets of R, and 
p ~ R;  set b = A~(Do); define (Xi)i~,~ as follows: 
Xo= the smallest X.< b such that a U{p, (Ait i <c0}c  X, 
X~+, =the smallest X< b such that X~ U{X~}cX. 
X~ = ~:~ X~ for limit ,L 
Set m : b~ ~ Xi, b~ transitive; then b i = L~ (Do f'~ t~i) where ~ = Xi N ~* = cr~-~ (a +). 
Define a sequence Pt in R by: 
Po = P, 
p~+~ =the L, + (D~0~least q ~ p~ such that tql ~ a~ and q ~ ~v 
(It is clear that :VpeR V¢<c~ + 3q~p[q l~. )  
For limit ~t lk = I.J~.~ p~ if l J~ p~ e R; undefined if not. tt is enough to show that 
for i~p~ is defined; the only non trivial case is when A is a limit ordinal. 
We only have to prove that if ~ = % = t!.J~<x P~[ and L#(DoN,~, q)~ZF, then 
L~(Dof ' l~)~g=a (we note q = I J~ p~); (if ~_<[qt his is trivial) we know that b 
satisfies: V18>a+La(Do) l /ZF;  so L,~(Do~¢)~V18>¢L~(DoN~)~ZF; so a t8 
such that La (Do Cl (. q) ~ ZF is greater than 8x ; but then bx e L~ (Do ~ () and since 
(~, P~)~<x is definable from b, P0 and oq-~((a~)i<,~), La(Dof7¢)~,~ =a since ~= 
~x =Supi<x ai and L~(Dof-/{?)~,~i =a .  This proves part 1 of the lemma. 
(2) and (3) are proved by standard ways. 
(4) Let /3, .~e(a,t~ (, be such that La(DnZN~.)~ZF+~ =o~÷. We have to 
show that L~ (D f7 {) g ZF. If 18 > c~ + it has already been proved. If/3 = a or a + we use 
the fact that no cardinal in M satisfy ZF. If/3 e )a, a +( it is immediate from tl',e 
definition of S~ since D n .~ ~ S,. U1 
Definition. Let a s Card, set S,~ = the set of D c (a, a+( (in or out of M) such that 
(2) AD = L,~(DJ~ZF-. 
Definition, Let a E Card and D ~: S,~ ? ,  set 
R r~ "~ U R" r s 
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l ,emma 3. Let D ~ S,~ * ~ , then: 
(15 R ° iS (Or, oo 5 distributive in AD, 
(2) R ° satisfies the ~ ~ + chain condition in Ao,  
if G is R ° generic over AD, then there is a set B c= (~, a +( such that: 
(3) Ao(G)=t~. (B)  and for /3e(a,a++( and ~ if Lo(B f3ZN~)~ZF+~=~*,  
then L~ ( B n ~)l tZF, 
(4) for ~e(a+,a++(  G is R o ¢~ generic over  A ots" 
Proof. (1), (2), (3) are easy consequences of the Lemma 2; (45 comes from: 
Lemma 4. I f  A ~ R ° ~ ~, ,~ ~ Ao  t a is predense in R ° t 8, then zi is predense in R °. 
(where predense means: {q [ 3 p ~ zl q ~ p} is dense). 
Proof. This is exactly as the [9, Section 1, Lemma 2]; as it is very technical we 
omit it. This is why in the definition of R ~ we introduce P<.,(a+5 and the b, have 
to be mutually generic. [] 
Lemma 5. There is a sequence (c a 1 [3 limit cardinal) such that: 
(15 c¢~ ~ [3 is closed in [3. 
(2) ~ ~ c~ ~ ~ is a limit cardinal and c~ = ~ ¢q c~. 
(3) c~ is of order type less than [3. 
(4) Supco<c~ c f  iS=~. 
(5) I f  L .  ~ ZF-  and tx > [3, then c~ ~ L .  and is uniformly definable from [3. 
Proof. See [9]. This use fine structure methods. Recall that in M every limit 
cardinal is singular. [] 
Definition. Let et be a limit cardinal and s ~ S, and ~" be a cardinal ess than a 
X~, = the smallest X< A~ such that ~" ~ X. w~,, : A,~-% X~ where A~ is transitive. 
Note that each set in A~ is definable from parameters in a and so A~ = IJ,<:~ X~. 
15~. = the L-code of A~,  (so tS~ ~ (~+. ~r +~ 0. 
Definition. Let a be a limit cardinal set: 
~.,=~lC,,-IC~,ll if Supc,~ =(~(Ixl=:flle order tyl~ of x), 
[,o otherwise. 
If Sup c,~ = a set (~¢~' I i < ~k,5 = the monotone nmneration of c~-  lc~l. If not set 
('Y~ I i < ;k~5 = the L-least ~o-sequence of successor cardinals converging to a s~lch 
that ~,~ > Sup c,. 
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Definition. Let a be a limit cardinal and s ~ S~, set for i<  A, O,,~ = ((tS~VT, tc~t), 2). 
We now define sets of conditions P~ (a, r -cCard, r~<~, s~S,,)  by induction as 
follows: P '  is the set of maps p: (r, e~(nCard-~ M such that setting P(3')= (ibm, 
p~) we have: 
(1) if a=7 +, z~7,  then p(~,)~RL 
(2) VveCard fq( r ,a (  p [ 3, e P~-, 
(3) if limit a, r<a ,  then p~A~ and if [p] is the least ~<]s] such that p~A~ re, 
then 
::1 i < X,, V j < A~ (j ~ i ~ [3(p, t ~,,) = s(~')) where 13 = U 
"v¢('t,ct (nCard 
We set p~q iff p, qEP~ and V 3,E0-,a(OCard/~v-~//v and p,, ~qv. 
P~. 
Note: For a motivation of the condition (3) see [9, Section 1, Theorem 4]. This 
is the way a subset of c~ ÷ caa be coded by a subset of a (the almost disjoint sets 
cannot be used for limit cardinals). We use the p~ to ensure that these coding are 
reasonably independent. 
Lemma 6. Let s e S., ; r <~  and ~ e [~t +, ]s]); if A e A~ ~ ~ is predense in P~ t ~, then 
A is predense in P~. 
Proof. As in [9]; this a consequence of Lemma 4 [] 
Definition. Let D ~ S~; 
er= U e~ " ~ ~ 
Lemma 7. Let D ~ S~,o then pt~ satisties the ~ ct + chain condition in Ao. 
Proof. An easy consequence of Lemma 3. [] 
Definition. 
P.~= U P:= U m" 
(where P~ := P~ with s ~ S~, s = ¢). p ~ q iff 3s(p, q ~/~ and l; ~ q in P~). Po will be 
our ultimate class of conditions. 
Definition. If G c ~ is P~ generic over As we set: 
p c tG 
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(where 15~ = {~ t P,(~) = 1}). 
Clearly 
D= U D~, (if seS,,.). 
~,eCnrdn('n~t ) 
A~(G) = L~.(D). 
We may define the same notion for G a P, generic over M. 
Lemmma 8. Let G be I~ (resp. P~) generic over A~ (resp. M) and y~[v, al  (resp. 
[~, ~') then: 
(i) DN[3",a÷[ (resp. DN[3",ooD is P~ (resp. P~) gene,,ic over A~ (resp. M), 
(ii) D f'l [~r, 3'[ is p O generic over Ao,, 
(fii) D f311-, 3"+[ is P~ generic over A~.. 
lb~ot. (i) and (ii) are trivial; (iii) is an easy consequence of Lemma 6. [] 
We now have to prove that Po does the job. 
(1) We show that the conditions may be extended,arbitrarily: this is provided 
by Lemma 9. 
(2) We show that P~ is (v, oo) distributive in A~ (this is Lemma 10). a-his will 
prove that if N is a Po generic extension of M, then cardinals and cotinalities are 
preserved and there is an r such that for no a L~(r)kZF. (This is Lemma 15.) 
(3) We show that P~ is (~-, oo) distributive in M. This will prove that the Po 
generic extension of M satisfies ZF. 
Lemma 9. Let a, • be cardinals, a limit, s~S~, p~/~,  (~[3"E(v, cdNCard- 
limit)~ A~ such that V3" I ol~ ~< ~, < 3"÷; there is q ~ P~ q <-p swch that: 
(1) V 3' ~ Card-limit n(r ,  a(  lq I vl = Iq~l, 
(2~ Iql=lst, 
(3) V3" limi: Iq~l>~,. 
From this lemma everything will be clear about he extension of the conditions. 
Proof. We prove it by induction on a. So suppose this is true for the ordinals 
13 <(~. We only give a sketch of the proof and say what has to be done: the precise 
details are in [9, where this is essentially Lemmas 12-7 and 12-8 of §2 and 
Lemma 4-1 of §1]. 
If a is a limit cardinal set: 
u0 = {~ = ~(a, Ic0b, 2) 1 ~ i < ~0 ~ ~ (3"~', 3"~'~(~ 
(then if s ~ S 0, p~i ~ U~). 
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Claim 1. (i) If  B' </3, then U~ N 13~ is bounded in/3', 
(ii) /3'~ ('~---~ o. ,n  tl~, =¢. 
This is easily shown by using Lemma 5. 
Using the method developed in [9, § 1, Lemma 4-4] we can find q ~< p such that 
Iqi={sl & ¥,/e(r,o~(q~---#, & 4 t (T,a(--t~ =/3 t (%a(-U~. 
Set </3, l i <p>= the monotone numeration of the limit points of (V~' I i < ,~.,,)N 
(~', a(;  (p may be any ordinal!). 
Let r(i)~_ R"/3~ be such that 
r(i)<-q(/3t) & fr, t~ ,  & (~, I V</3,>(~-A,,. 
Using the method ":n [9, § 1, Lemma 4] and the properties stated by the Claim 1 
we can find t-~q such that: 
tt f/3,1--lt~l (for i<p)  & t(13,)<~r(i). 
(We extend q on the U~,, and use Z4 1o ensure this first property; since the U~, 
are it~dependent and ~ affects only Za it is an easy construction to do all that 
together.) 
Now using the inductic~ hypGthesis we extend t 'along' the 3'7 (what was 
difficult to ensure: the fac, .hat for limit % p t ~/~ A,,. has been provided just 
before): 
If cf a = ~, it is easy since there is no limit problem! 
If cf a > o~, then Sup~<p/3t = a. 
For i<p set vi =the A~,., least v~<p t (/3~,/3~+1(in P~,,) such that 
iv t vl=lv, l for limit "/~ CardN)~.  /3~+1( & Iv~l->- .~ & v0, =t~,. 
It is then clear that w = I J~<,, v~ has the desired properties. [] 
We now prove 'distributivity'. 
Lemma 10, Let s ~ S~, -r <~ a, then W~ is (r, oo) distributive in A~. 
The proof of this lenmm is by induction on a. It is rather fastidious and very 
technical. So we shall omit a big part of the details (as usual they can be found in 
[9]). 
We shall only give the different steps of the proof and the ideas, stating the 
important lemmas and proving the only fact that is different from the proof in [9] 
(it is Lemma 15). 
The reader has to keep in mind that we are doing something as an Easton 
forcing (to add a generic subset of (a, a+( by conditions of size a for each a): but 
here the different stages are not independent. To give an idea of things that are 
proven we state first (this is [9, Lemma 1 of §3]). 
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Danma 11. Let z ~ 3" < a, s ~ S,,,. Assume P~. is ky ~, ~z) distributive in As; let 
A~ ~ A~ be strongly dense in P~ for ~, < 3" ~ . For p e l~.  set A ~ = 
{q ~ P~3" + l q O p ~ A~} and A = {p ~ p~ I ~ ~,<3'+ ~ /s dense in .P~3"*}. Then A is 
dense in P .  
Lemma 12. Suppose Lemn~a 10 holds for [3~a; let s~S,, +, r~,  Dc: (~, ~+(be 
P~ generic over A~; then cardinals and cofinalities are preserved in A,(D),  
Proof. By almost standard methods, using distributivity and chain condition. []  
Lemma 13. Suppose Lemma 10 holds ]:or (3<~e~; let s~S~,,  r~a  and Dc:(,r, a +( 
be P~ generic over A~ then: 
(1) s, D .~L Ix~(D~Z)  for 3">r, 
(2) v/3 ~ (r, g~( t_~(D~ n 13)~zr:. 
Proot. (1) Clearly everything has been done so that it holds! (Since cardinals are 
preserved, front D~ fq Z we recover D, + • •. etc. and for limit 3" we recover i)v by 
use of the property (3) in the definition of P~, . .  and at the end we recover s, 
(2) If/3 is a cardinal this comes from the assumption on M. So suppose/3 is not 
a cardinal 
- i f /3  >a+:  it comes from the fact that s c L~,(D~ N Z) and Lemma 2; 
- i f /3 ~)r, r+(: it comes directly from the definition of &;  
- i f  /3 ~) r  +, a+(: suppose Lo(D,)~ZF and /] = 3'; let 8 be such that L~(D,)~6 = 
3"% It is enough to show that DN(3", 8(~ Le(D~) (since by the definition of 
Sv Lo(D n (T, 60/gZF because D O (3, 8( ~ S~). 
But this is an easy consequence of the proof of the part (1) of this lemma. [] 
We now give the proof of I,emma 10. 
If a is a successor cardinal this is an easy consequence of Lemma t2 and the 
induction. 
If a is limit (note that we have staled the lemma before the proof of Lemma 10 
because it will be used in the proof!): Let p ~ P~ and (A~)~<~ ~ A~ be a family of 
stro,lgly dense subsets of P~ we shall define a family (p~)~, and YT< A~ (-¢ 
Card f3 (r, a), (i ~ r)) such that the following hold: 
(i) 3 'c  Y~' & y~= U~<;, Y7 if limit h, 
tiii) if limit h, 3'~ (r, a) then Px = U~<a p. and if we set: 
: b -~ Y~, b transitive; b = L,,(s '); s' = or- ~ (s); p'~ = cr- ~ (p~); a '  = (r- ~ (a). For 8 such 
that b~8 ccardn(y ,  a') set 
D~=U (P'i)a and D'=I JD,~.  
If P' is defined ill b as P was defned in A,, then: 
(1) D' is p f  generic over b, 
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(2) D~, = (p~)x (here with no prime!). 
(This fact can be ensured by meeting enough dense subsets, not only in P~, but 
also of lhings like those in I.emma 11 ; here is the technical and fastidious--but 
completely m~t trivial! .... fact.) 
As usual the only thing that has to be proved is that Px is a condition for limit h 
set p =P x; the only non trivial fact is: 
Lemma 14. (1) For 3' ~. Card N (~r. a) p~ ~ S~, and more precisely: if ~ = ]P~I & [3 > 
& L~3(p.,)~ZF, then Lo(p~ nz)k~ = 3,. 
(2~ p [ ycA~.  
lProot. (1) Since D'  is P~," generic over b, using Lemmas 12 and 13 (l) (relativized 
to b) it is easily shown that: b. (P~),<.x c L,,,~,,~(p~ f'lZ). Suppose then /3>~ and 
L~(I~)kZF 
- if 13 > tt': then /3 > t.t' + ~o (since I.~, k ZF) but then b, (Pl)i<x ~ L~(pw n Z) and so 
- i f  t3 = ta.': it is impossible since L~,(p,) satisfies: there is a greatest cardinal; 
- if ~ < ~': Lemma 13 (relativized to b) shows that we cannot have L~(pr)kZF. 
(21 It is proved from the fact that (p',)~<,~ ~ L~,.~,(pw) and showing thav / , '<  
Now 1, Here we use the fact that it is all ZF that we have to put in the 
definition of S~ and not only a finite part: because of the reflection prmciple, in 
Lemma 13(2) we cannot say more than L~(D~ NZ)!~ZF. For 1~ not a cardinal of 
course we could assume it is always the same finite part of ZF that is used, but not 
for a cardinal! Since we use this lemma to prove the claim before (relativized to b, 
and so where ordinals that are not really cardinals seem to be cardinals) we 
cannot suppose (in the definition of S,,) that it is a finite part of ZF that is used! 
Note 2. In fact the precedent proof is used in [9] for the case a inaccessible or 
cf a = ~o; the case cf a > w is just a bit different (for technical reasons) but the idea 
is the same and the proof too. 
Lemma 15. Let r be" a cardinal, D be P, generic over M and N = M(D)  then :
(i) Nk-V= L(D..L 
(ii) V ct ~ r L,,(D, ncOl~ZF, 
(iii) c~rdinats and cofinalities are preserved and H,~ = L,,(D,). 
l~mL It is enough to prove (iii): (i) and (ii) will follow by the same proof as in 
Lemma 13. So let 0,-<-/3 be cardinals in M; then (by Lemma 8) DN~3 + is P~' 
generic over A~. but (by Lemma 12) in A~(DN/3+) :  a is a cardinal; c f (a)= 
t~(c~); H,  = L~,(D) but this holds for arbitrarily large 13 and 
Nc U A~.CDnW) 
and so we are done. [] 
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Lemma 16. P~ is ('c, o~) distributive in M. 
Proof. This is virtually the same as in Lemma t0; we repeat he proof of Lemma 
10 using a ~, restriction of M (n large enough) instead of an elementary 
restriction of A~, and Lemma 15 instead of temmas 12 and t3. El 
Now it remains to prove that if N is a t \  generic extension of M, then N 
satisfies ZF: Lemma 15(iii) shows that the Power set axiom holds in N. The 
Replacement axiom comes from Lemmas 7, 8 and 16 by entirely standard Easton 
methods. 
This achieves the proof of Theorem 1. 
We now give some details on the proof of the Theorems 3 and 4. 
3. The complements 
Proof o| Theorem 4, It is clear that in the proof of Theorem 1 we can start 
everything by R2; so we can assume that we have a generic extension Mo of M 
that satisfies: 
(1) ZF+ zl AcR2V~L(A) .  
(2) Vx(x~i - -~  x~L).  
(3) V t3>R2 L~(A)ItZF. 
(4) I¢" ~<R2V/3 L~3(A f3~)~ZF--> L~(A f ' lZo fq~)~) .  
To ensure that the final real is H~ we use the sequence (T.) ..... of Suslin ~rees 
constructed in [t0] (also see [2] or [7]). 
Starting with Mo we have to: 
(i) code A by a subset B of R~, 
(ii) use the forcing R to ensure there is no ce in R I such that 
L,~(B N c~) ~ZF, 
(iii) code that by a real which gives branches in the trees "/. and so is rll~. 
The forcing in (i) and (ii) have to preserve the suslinity of thc trees; it is true for 
the first one (we proved this in [2] using an inversion of forcing and the next 
lemma). 
Lemma, Let M be a model of ZF, T a Suslin tree in M and O a notion of forcing 
which i~ R~ closed (i.e. every countable descending chain of condition has a 
minorar~.t); if N is a O generic extension of M; then T still is Suslin in N. 
(Note: In fact it is only needed that the fo l lowing--that  seems weaker - - i s  
true: Let (A~)~<~, be a sequence of strongly dense subset of O, there is z sequence 
(p~)~<s, of conditions uch that: V i, j <N~ ( j>  i --~ pj ~ A~). 
But it occurs that the forcing R is only (~, ~) distributive - - and does not satisfy 
the property before. So we have to be. more careful. Starting with Mo wc first code 
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A by a subset B of R~; it is proved that in Mo(B) the fe, rcing O (with the Suslin 
trees) has the c.c.c. (countable chain condition) (for the proof see [2]). 
Then we code B by a real a. using the almost disjoint sets forcing 'married' with 
forcing O. Let M~ be the generic extension. We know that there is a i"/~ formula 
~o such that M~ satisfies: 
6) V = L(a) +,po(a); 
(ii) Va>bq L,,(a)~ZF; 
(iii) Vx(,0o(x) - )  x = a). 
Moreover if M= is an extension of M~ that preserves R~, then (iii) remains true 
Now define in M~ = L(a) Suslin trees (T,) . . . .  as T, were defined in L. Let 0 
be the associated forcing; we know that 10 has the c.c.c, in M1. Before giving the 
next forcing we nmst recall some notations of the construction in [ 10] of the trees 
If (~;, a),,.:~., is constructed (limi~ ~), to define ~l',,+~ at the level ¢~ we use a 
forcing over some L,, ....... (a) where ~1,,, ~.,, is the first ordinal rt such that: 
L,,(a) b ZF + ~ = ~o, 
Set ~,, = ~)~) .... wc now define /~ as follows: p ~/~ iff p :]Pl -~ 2 such ttu, t IP <N~ 
and f~r { ~ Ipl and t3 
(ii) Lo(a, p [ ~)~ZF--,L~(a)~g=~o. 
Claim, (i) V p e R V ~ e [IPl, X,[ (~ q =~ p lql > ~). 
(ii) R is (¢o~, ~) distributice in M~. 
Proof. (i) is easy; the proof of (ii) is exactly as in Lemma 2(1): we simply use the 
fact that for limit A: ~1,~ >8~. [] 
Claim., Let D be R generic over M~, then O has the c.c,c, in M~(D). 
Proof. We follow exactly the proof in L(a) and use the fact that D ,Q~ L,,(a). 
Now let M: be a/'~ generic extension of Mi. and code a O D by a real r using the 
almos| disjoint sets forcing "married' with the forcing () (we may assume that: 
n6a*+S(n)Qr  is finite). We say that r does the job. It is clear that: 
V~ L~(r)~ZF. We have to prove that r is fl~ in M3 = Mz(r)= L(r): we us,.." the 
same idea as in [3]. (We cannot conclude immediately since to be ll~ in a rl~ is 
not the same as to be fl~!) 
As in [10] the formula ~o comes from a f i  zv formula d~o such that: 
g,t>(a)*-~Hg~/,~)(a) (H=the  hereditary countable sets) 
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qlo is: 
Vet VT (T =//, ,  T, ] a --~ 0o(a, t, x)). 
Where 0o is A~ and says: 3peTp=(p . ) , ,  & P,,~'r,, the nth element of x & 
something to ensure this will give branches. The formula T =" !1. 7'. t a also is S~. 
More generally if y is a real and "i., are calculated in L(y) we have ~t~ and Si 
formulas O~(a, 7", x, y) and T(y) =/I,, "I;, I a(y). 
Let tk~ be the following formula: 
rot VTVy {(n e y. , -~S(n)nx is finite) & T(y) = 1-I,, T. ] a (y ) -~ 
O~(et, t, x, y)} 
& Vy{n ~ y ~S(n)  f3 x is finite) ~ q~o(Y)}. 
It is clear that 4'~ is H zr and that: H~6~(x)~,x  = r. This achieves the proof. 
Remark. We prove this theorem starting with a model of ZF+ V = L. In fact we 
may start with much more general models (but not all!), 
(1) It can be shown that the result is true for a model M which is a generic 
extension (by a set of conditions) of a model of V = L. Tile idea is: let K be the 
cardinal of the set of conditions; construc~ in L K +÷ Suslin trees T. as in [10], 
using instead of O an elementary extension of the rationals which is of cardinal 
K + and saturated (the functions /,,: T..~ ~ T. cannot be defined but since they 
can be recovered from the real by a coding it does not matter); then collapse K* 
on o~; in the extension K ++ becomes Nt and the trees are N~ Suslin and definable 
in L. 
(2) The result can also be true for generic extension of L by a class of 
conditions we must be able to prove that some Suslin trees detined in L remain 
Suslin in the extension. For example if we start from L and add, by an Easton 
forcing, a set A,~ c (~, a+( for every cardinal ~ by conditions of size c~, the result 
will be true, But if M has the property: there is no inaccessible cardinal & 
Va~OnR,~+2 is inaccessible in L (this can be done by using the method 
developed in Theorems 6 and 7), then I do not know if w~ can have the 
conclusion of Theorem 4. 
(3) If we start from a model of ZF+ V = L(0 #) (or ZF+ V = L(0 'e-~) or else 
V = L #) we can also have the conclusion by using the methods de ~eloped in [3]. 
(4) The corollary of Theorem 4 gives a big improvement to tile theorem of 
Barwise (see [1]) where the extension has not the same ordinals. 
Proof of Theorem 3. For i~ ; t  set /3,=Sup~<~t3i(set Bo=a ) (so 
i= j+ 1 fli =ai) .  
For i<A let 3', be the least cardinal (in the sense of L,,,) greater than /3, 
t~ 0 O' 1 a~ 
if 
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For i ~ A set 
o, ={p !dora p - .  u Iv,, 
j - ' : i  
p ~; q ill" p ~ q, 
l;k~r i ~-~ ; "-< A and p c O, define p~ by: dom p, :-: dom p and 
.~p(n)  if p(n)</3i, 
p~(/1) 
if not. 
Let G be Ox generic over L~+~; set A ={(n, .~)ln~to & ,ff~/3x & G(n)=~}. 
Cla im 1. For i<,k L,~,(A f'~/3~)I=ZF+ y~::R~, 
G, = {p~ I P ~ G} is clearly O~ generic over t.._.. 
For i < A let P~ be the forcing (calculated in L~.(A N f3~)) developed in the proof 
of Theorem t to add a subset B~ of [/3,, "¢,[such that: 
( .7 V a ~ [3,,, - , [  L~(A n t3,, B~)t~ ZF, 
v ~ e: [/3,, v,[ va  (L.dA n fi,, t], n ¢)~: ZF ~ I..d,¢ n (3,)~ ~ = ,o). 
For i ~:~ A set 
P,~ = H Pi = {(pi)i<i l {J I Pi¢ I pit is finite}. 
j~zi 
Let (B~)~<x be ~\ generic over L m ~(A) :  set 
C=AU U Bi. 
i<3, 
Claim 2. For i<A L. (CN3,~)I=ZF. 
By the hypothesis P~rs L,,,(A hi3,); (Bi)i.: i is P[ generic over L~,,(A n/3~), so 
L.,(CN/3~)~ZF; but L~,~(CN3~)= L,~,(CNI3~)(B~) and the result follows from the 
proof of Theorem 1. 
Claim 3. F~)r ~,:.:/3.~ if i is me least such that £<y, .  then L~,(Cn~)~g=~o. 
If .£E [/3~. ~,~[ this is because L.,(A n/3~)¢w ~=R~. 
tf no~, then i = j + l and ~ e:! [3. %[: then L,~,(C n %)~ ~i = co (if not an applica- 
tion of the Lowenhcim-Skolem heorem to L.,(C n v~)) gives a contradiction with 
the property (*) of B~). 
Now by Claim 3 we can code C by a real : (by use of almost disjoint sets) so 
that r is generic over L,,,(cn3~) for i<)t .  (The proof is as in [9, §1, Lemma 2].) 
Now r clearly does the job. 
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